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From Date Rape Jeopardy to (Not) Drinking Tea: Consent Humour, 

Ridicule and Cultural Change 
Tanya Serisier1 

Abstract: This article traces a cultural shift in ‘consent humour’ by contrasting a Saturday Night Live 

skit that aired in 1993 mocking affirmative consent with the 2015 ‘Tea and Consent’ video produced 

by the Thames Valley police in 2015, which insists that ‘consent is everything’. By reflecting on the 

cultural contexts and the ‘humour ideologies’ that underlie these examples, the article rejects a simple 

teleological interpretation of cultural change. It asks who and what is subject to ridicule in these jokes, 

contrasting the figure of the disruptive ‘victim feminist’ in the 1993 sketch with the ignorant subject 

who is ‘still struggling’ with consent in the 2015 clip. The article argues that both rely on a class-based 

politics of cultural capital to defend ideological constructions of ‘appropriate knowledge’ about 

consent. Where the SNL skit insists that consent is marked by its complexity the ‘Tea and Consent’ 

video insists on its simplicity. The humour in both, however, rests on a sexually sophisticated middle-

class subject laughing at those who do not possess the appropriate cultural capital in relation to sex 

and consent. In both cases, the ‘problem’ of consent is deflected away from normative heterosexuality 

and towards the ignorant other.  

This article offers a comparative reading of a Saturday Night Live skit that aired in 1993 mocking 

affirmative consent with a viral 2015 ‘Tea and Consent’ video produced by the Thames Valley police 

in 2015, which insists that ‘consent is everything’. I argue that comparing these two examples of 

‘consent humour’ offers an opportunity to examine changing social ideologies around sexual consent. 

Humour can offer insight into cultural politics through considering the ideologies that underpin jokes 

and that are reinforced by them. Identifying what humour renders ridiculous also enables 

consideration of who is laughing and who is laughed at. Despite their differences, the humour in both 

relies on the assumption of a ‘common sense’ understanding of sexual consent alongside presenting 

those who do not ‘get’ this understanding as targets of ridicule. However, both the common sense 

and the targets of ridicule have shifted over time. The article argues that unpacking these shifts allows 

for analysis of the processes and implications of affirmative consent’s movement from an object of 

ridicule to a marker of respectability.  

I begin with a brief outline of the two examples, placing them within their respective social contexts 

of cultural uncertainty and disruption around consent, gender inequality and sexual politics. I then 

offer an account of the ideological functioning of ‘consent humour’ and how it can be used to study 

shifts in the cultural politics of consent. In the following two sections I look specifically at the move of 

consent from object of ridicule to marker of respectability. I first suggest that the development of 

respectable consent politics has been accomplished through distancing it from feminist challenges to 

the established heteronormative order, literally through the removal of the feminist as a figure in 

consent humour. I then examine shifting notions of respectable middle-class heterosexuality and the 

incorporation of consent into a form of sexual cultural capital that excludes those imagined to be 

lacking in sexual sophistication. In closing, I suggest that a consideration of ‘consent humour’ can offer 

a serious insight into the changing cultural politics of (hetero)sex over the last quarter of a century.  

                                                            
1 Dr Tanya Serisier is a Senior Lecturer in Criminology at Birkbeck College. She has published widely on the 
cultural politics of sexual violence.  



1.0 Consent Comedy from Date Rape Jeopardy to Tea-Drinking 
On October 2, 1993, US comedy show, Saturday Night Live (SNL), aired a skit, ‘Is it Date Rape?’2  The 

parody of the quiz-show Jeopardy featured actor Shannon Doherty as ‘Ariel Halpern-Strauss’, a major 

in ‘Victimisation Studies’ competing against Mark Strobel, ‘nose tackle and a Sigma Alpha Epsilon 

brother’. Contestants choose from categories including “Halter Top”; “She Was Drunk”; “I Was Drunk”; 

“She Led Me On” and “I Paid for Dinner”. The compere and ‘Dean of Inter-Gender Relations’ reads out 

the ‘rules of the game’ which directly quote the newly adopted Antioch College ‘Sexual Offences 

Prevention Policy’: 

Antioch College defines date rape as: any sexual contact or conduct between two or more 

persons, in which consent of such contact, which includes: the touching of thighs, 

genitals, buttocks, or the breast/chest area is not expressly obtained in a verbal manner. 

If the level of sexual intimacy increases during an interaction: i.e. if two people move 

from kissing while fully clothed to undressing for direct physical contact, and the people 

involved do not express their clear verbal consent before moving to that level, that too 

is.. date rape.  

He then moves to questions like: “It is the last day of school, a female student asks a male student to 

help her move her futon-”. Ariel repeatedly buzzes in to yell ‘Date Rape!’ while her opponent is unable 

to answer any questions. The only question that is not date rape is a scene involving the ‘Antioch 

College Date Rape Players’ acting out a dialogue:  

Male Date Rape Player: May I compliment you on your halter top? 

Female Date Rape Player: Yes. You may… 

Male Date Rape Player: May I raise the level yet again, and take my clothes off so that we could 

have intercourse? 

Female Date Rape Player: Yes. I am granting your request to have intercourse. 

After Ariel incorrectly labels this too as ‘date rape’ the game progresses through a bonus round where 

Mark unsuccessfully attempts to win Ariel’s consent to sex. Finally, the host announces Ariel’s prize, a 

trip for her and Mark to the ‘Lover’s Hideaway Beach Hotel’. The skit fades out with Ariel screaming 

‘No!’ repeatedly while Mark cheers.  

The sketch aired in a period of intense media attention to issues of consent. Feminist research had 

demonstrated that, contrary to stereotypes, experiences of sexual coercion by acquaintances and 

current or former partners were common, especially for young women.3 This led to increased 

recognition of ‘date rape’, especially on university campuses, but also to a backlash accusing feminists 

of redefining ‘normal’ sexual encounters as violence and encouraging women to see themselves as 

victims.4 As the SNL sketch indicates, a significant flashpoint for this cultural contestation was the small 

liberal arts college of Antioch and the policy it introduced following a campaign by a feminist collective, 

                                                            
2See, for a  transcript, Don Roy King, Is It Date Rape (online) 8 October 2018 
<https://snltranscripts.jt.org/93/93bdaterape.phtml > (last accessed 8 July 2020). 
3 Robin Warshaw, I Never Called it Rape (Harper & Collins 1988).  
4 Peggy Reeves Sanday, A Woman Scorned: Acquaintance Rape on Trial (Doubleday 1996). 

https://snltranscripts.jt.org/93/93bdaterape.phtml


‘Womyn of Antioch’. In 2014, Bethany Saltman, a member of the collective, summarised dominant 

responses to the policy: ‘we became laughing stocks’.5   

The point of Saltman’s reflection, however, was that from the perspective of 2014 the cultural 

conditions that had produced the SNL sketch looked very distant. Saltman noted that the previously 

ridiculous notion of affirmative consent ‘has been signed into law for California colleges… and 

President Obama has called for colleges to “do more” about campus rapes.’ Similar measures were 

also being pursued in countries such as the UK and Australia, with renewed attention to sexual 

violence on university campuses leading to reforms that strongly resembled the highly ridiculed 

Antioch policy.  

On May 12 2015, six months after Saltman’s column was published, the video ‘Tea and Consent’ was 

released by the Thames Valley Police in the UK, as part of an educational campaign, ‘Consent is 

Everything’.6 The video quickly went viral and in the years since has been widely adopted by 

universities and other educational institutions, becoming a common element in attempts to prevent 

sexual violence through educating students around consent.7 The video begins with a male voice-over 

offering the social ritual of tea as a way of understanding the importance of consent: ‘If you’re still 

struggling with consent just imagine instead of initiating sex you’re making them a cup of tea’:  

You say ‘hey, would you like a cup of tea?’ and they go ‘oh my god I would love a cup of 

tea. Thank you!’ Then you know they want a cup of tea. If you say, ‘hey, would you like a 

cup of tea?’ and they’re like, ‘ah, you know I’m not really sure’ then you can make them 

a cup of tea, or not. But be aware that they might not drink it. And if they don’t drink it, 

then, and this is the important bit, don’t make them drink it. Just because you made it 

doesn’t mean you’re entitled to watch them drink it.’ 

The examples continue, illustrated with animations of stick figures engaged in felicitous and 

infelicitous exchanges around tea, up to and including an unsuccessful attempt to force an 

unconscious person to drink tea.  

Reflecting on these shifts, Saltman expressed her ‘befuddlement’ over this cultural reversal. 

Comparing the ridicule that she received to the favourable tone of contemporary media coverage of 

campus activists she asked why they are ‘so sympathetic and we were so… not?’ It may be tempting 

to answer Saltman’s question through a narrative of progress, linking the humour of the SNL sketch 

to a specific and less advanced cultural moment. Our historical proximity to the ‘Tea and Consent’ 

video makes its humour appear more ‘natural’ and simply better, transcending historical specificity. 

However, it is important to note that the 2010s, like the early 1990s, were marked by significant 

cultural disruption in relation to sex and sexual violence. In part due to campus activism around 

consent, 2014 was widely hailed as a feminist ‘watershed’.8 Like the early 1990s, however, feminist 

                                                            
5 Bethany Saltman, ‘We Started the Crusade for Affirmative Consent Way Back in the ’90s’ The Cut (online), 22 
October 2014 <https://www.thecut.com/2014/10/we-fought-for-affirmative-consent-in-the-90s.html> (last 
accessed 7 July 2020). 
6Thames Valley Police, Consent is Everything (online) May 12 2015 <http://www.consentiseverything.com/#> 
(last accessed 8 July 2020). 
7 Jessica Bennett, ‘Campus Sex… With a Syllabus’ New York Times (online), 9 January 2016 < 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/10/fashion/sexual-consent-assault-college-campuses.html> (last accessed 
4 September 2020).  
8 Guardian, ‘The Guardian View on a Year in Feminism: 2014 was a Watershed’ The Guardian (online) 31 
December 2014 <https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/dec/31/guardian-view-year-feminism-
2014-watershed> (last accessed 8 July 2020). 

https://www.thecut.com/2014/10/we-fought-for-affirmative-consent-in-the-90s.html
http://www.consentiseverything.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/10/fashion/sexual-consent-assault-college-campuses.html
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/dec/31/guardian-view-year-feminism-2014-watershed
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2014/dec/31/guardian-view-year-feminism-2014-watershed


activism has been accompanied by significant cultural anxieties and contestation, which are also often 

projected onto the sexual dangers, real or imagined, of universities.9 The humour of the ‘Tea and 

Consent’ video is, therefore, also located within a particular set of cultural anxieties and equally open 

to analysis.  

2.0 ‘The Comedy Routines Almost Write Themselves’: Consent, Humour and Ideology 
Writing on the ‘cultural scaffolding’ of rape, or the ways in which wider cultural discourses enable and 

normalise patterns and practices of sexual violence, Nicola Gavey reflects briefly on humour as a 

historic cultural marker. She describes seeing a rape joke in the 1970s on a poster at a newsstand: 

‘Confucius says rape impossible: Woman with skirt up run faster than man with pants down’. Writing 

thirty years later she reflected that due in part to the cultural effects of feminist anti-rape 

campaigning, the ‘“humour” of this poster could no longer be assumed.’10 In other words, there had 

been a shift in the ‘humour ideologies’ that ‘guide speakers in their production and consumption of 

humour’ and require a ‘shared set of beliefs in order to be socially meaningful’.11 Seen in this way, 

jokes around sexual violence become a ‘critical terrain’ for contesting or reinforcing the cultural norms 

and practices that shape social attitudes and understandings of sex, sexual violence and the 

boundaries between the two.12 While only one of the examples I discuss is generically coded as 

‘comedy’, both make use of absurdity and ambiguity to produce the effect of humour.13 Similarly, as I 

discuss below, while only one is coded as educational both communicate historically specific messages 

about socially appropriate understandings of consent and sexual behaviour. 

The SNL sketch is a highly historically specific cultural artefact, its humour contingent on a specific 

constellation of humour ideologies. Contemporary responses to the sketch are exemplified in a New 

York Times editorial published just over a week after the airing of the sketch. The editorial begins: ‘The 

comedy routines almost write themselves’ before noting that the policy, which is ‘easy to parody’ was 

an obvious target for the sketch show.14 When I have summarised the skit to conference audiences, 

however, responses almost universally vary between anger and disgust, emotions also directed at the 

Times editorial.15  In other words, like Gavey’s poster, the humour of the sketch can no longer be 

assumed and it is now ‘widely recognised’ that comedy ‘such as this would evoke raw emotional 

responses and political sensitivities that even the most obscene misogynists might recognize the need 

to curtail’.16  

The sketch can be seen as operating, in Christopher Stone’s words, as a kind of ‘testimony’ to ‘social 

growing pains’ and the anxieties they produce in relation to new claims for rights, such as the demand 

for women’s sexual autonomy.17 Gentile suggests sexist or anti-feminist humour can ‘be seen as a 

                                                            
9 Jennifer Doyle, Campus Sex, Campus Security (Semiotexte 2015).  
10 Nicola Gavey, Just Sex? The Cultural Scaffolding of Rape (Routledge 2005) 24-25. 
11 Elise Kramer, ‘The Playful is Political: The Metapragmatics of Internet Rape-Joke Arguments’ (2011) 40(2) 
Language in Society 138. 
12 Lara Cox, ‘Standing Up against the Rape Joke: Irony and  Its Vicissitudes’ (2015) 40(4) Signs: Journal of Women 
in Culture and Societ 984. 
13 Megan L. Strain, Amanda L. Martens, and Donald A. Saucier, ‘“Rape is the new Black”: Humor’s Potential for 
Reinforcing and Subverting Rape Culture’ (2016) 2(1) Translational Issues in Psychological Science. 
14 New York Times, ‘“Ask First” at Antioch’ New York Times 11 October 1993, p 16. 
15 I have presented versions of this paper to the 2019 European Society for the Study of Deviance and Social 
Control (Barcelona, Spain), the 2019 National Women’s Studies Association (San Francisco, USA) and the 2019 
Law and Society Association of Australia and New Zealand (Gold Coast, Australia).  
16 Gavey above note 10 at 25. 
17 Christopher Stone, ‘Should Trees Have Standing? Towards Legal Rights for Natural Objects’ (1972) 45 Southern 
California Law Review 45. 



warning, the canary in the coal mine, if you will, of the desperation of certain forms of masculinity’ 

and masculine entitlement.18 This perspective draws attention to the defensiveness present in the 

assertion of the Times editorial that the Antioch policy is ridiculous because it seeks to challenge taken 

for granted assumptions and verities: 

No policy will ever be able to protect all young people from those awful mornings-after 

that are accompanied by the dreadful feeling: "Oh my God! What have I done?" It's from 

such moments, accompanied by "I'll never let that happen again," that people learn.19 

The ridicule is directed against a cultural understanding of sex that is threatening because it is new 

but also because it is already beginning to shift dominant ideologies, opening a new cultural space to 

refuse the normalisation of date rape as an inevitable rite of passage.  

Given that gender norms and subjectivities are often reinforced through iterative micro processes, 

ridicule is a common tool to perpetuate these norms and produce self-regulation. We can therefore, 

Abedinifard argues, expect a ‘correspondence between the constituent elements of a society’s 

mainstream gender humour and the main elements of that society’s gender order’.20 This is 

particularly the case when humour is seen as ‘self-evident’ as in the case of the SNL sketch. In this 

way, noting the ‘typical butts’ of this kind of ‘mainstream’ humour provides insight into 

‘heteronormative, patriarchal gender norms’.21 This is often distinguished from ‘subversive humour’ 

that ‘challenges and subverts the status quo and existing power relationships’.22 Such humour has the 

potential to target rape culture by pointing out the absurdity of harmful sexual norms, or by making 

individuals who perpetuate rape culture the ‘butt of the joke.’23 In this binary model a ‘joke about 

rape’ may either use its subtext to imply ‘rape is funny’ or ‘rape is bad’.24 In relation to the two routines 

discussed here, we might argue that the SNL skit is a ‘joke about consent’ that implies ‘consent is 

funny’ while the ‘Tea and Consent’ video implies ‘non-consent is bad’.  

This framing can help to account for the ambivalent function of humour which works to ‘both conserve 

and change behaviours’.25 If we move beyond strict binaries, humour can demonstrate the more 

complex and ambivalent processes by which ‘discourses about consent and sex have been 

disciplined’.26 We can also explore ‘why these jokes become jokes, and the kinds of rape that are 

acceptable to joke about, and those that aren’t’, and the ways in which this changes.27 Thinking 

specifically in terms of sexual consent, humour can enable us to examine the ways it is both associated 

with feminist critiques of the everyday violence of normative heterosexuality and increasingly central 

to dominant conceptions of ‘good’ sex, both in terms of pleasure and equality. This is despite long-

stranding critiques by feminists and others of the limited ability of ‘consent’ to counter the endemic 

                                                            
18 Katie Gentile, ‘Playing With Shame: The Temporal Work of Rape Jokes for the Cultural Body’ (2017) 18(4) 
Studies in Gender and Sexuality 392. 
19 Times above note 14 at 16. 
20 Mostafa Abedinifard, ‘Ridicule, Gender Hegemony, and the Disciplinary Function of Mainstream Gender 
Humour’ (2016) 26(3) Social Semiotics 243. 
21 As above at 243. 
22 Strain and others, above note 13 at 88-89. 
23 As above at 89. 
24 As above at 89. 
25 Gentile above note 18 at 291. 
26 Sneha Krishnan, ‘Agency, Intimacy, and Rape Jokes: An Ethnographic Study of Young Women and Sexual Risk 
in Chennai’ (2016) 22(1) Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute 68. 
27 Sharon Lockyer and Heather Savigny, ‘Rape Jokes aren’t Funny: The Mainstreaming of Rape Jokes in 
Contemporary Newspaper Discourse’ (2020) 20(3) Feminist Media Studies 438. 



problems of gender inequality and heterosexuality.28 Indeed, the idea that consent is the best possible 

solution to the recurrent and endemic problems of heterosex has become so axiomatic that the 

answer to criticisms raised about consent is frequently simply that we need more or better versions 

of it.29 For instance, criticisms of the way that gender norms and power relations might prevent 

women from saying ‘no’ to unwanted sex are frequently met with advocacy for affirmative consent 

without acknowledging that the same pressures that limit women’s capacity to say no may lead them 

to say yes when they are in fact reluctant or uncertain about a sexual encounter.30  

In this context, subversive or feminist humour can produce ambiguous effects that contest and 

buttress different elements of dominant ideologies.31 In order to make the subversive humour 

readable and funny it must map onto pre-existing understandings available to the audience. It may 

therefore divert rather than reverse the target of humour. This is usefully illustrated through the 

‘sword and shield’ metaphor, where, ‘depending on its context, humor may serve to deride an 

individual or group (i.e., act as a sword), protect the group from being the subject of derision (i.e., act 

as a shield), or both’: 

That is, individuals in power may use humor as a sword to disparage groups that hold less 

power. Those with less power can also use humor to cope with their situation and defend 

themselves against oppression. But when the powerless use humor to fight back and 

mock those who oppress them, they “shield” themselves by wielding a “sword” through 

humor that serves both purposes.32 

If we extend the metaphor from a situation with only two groups, the most effective way to wield a 

‘sword’ might be by both pushing back against one’s one derision and using the shield to deflect onto 

others. In other words, to work as humour a joke may not simply replace ‘rape is funny’ or ‘consent is 

funny’ with ‘rape’ or ‘nonconsent is bad’, but offer something else, such as ‘those who don’t 

understand consent are funny (and bad)’.  

Like other cultural texts, rape jokes and consent humour operate through and within a range of 

discourses and power relations. Sexist jokes, like sexist discourses, differentiate within as much as 

between gender. For instance, many rape jokes as told by male comedians operate to simultaneously 

reinforce patriarchal myths and differentiate themselves from the type of men who commit sexual 

violence, constituting themselves as the ‘rescuer’ who will not rape. In doing so they seek to make 

that feature heroic rather than a simple case of recognising women’s humanity.33 As Meyer argues, 

humour operates to both unite and divide groups and individuals.34 Unification is achieved through 

processes of identification between the teller and the audience or through clarification and 

reinforcement of social norms. Division is accomplished through enforcement, the corrective laughing 

at norms violators discussed above, or differentiation, contrasting the views of the joker with their 

opponents or the butts of the joke.  

                                                            
28 Carol Pateman, ‘Women and Consent’ (1980) 8(2) Political Theory 150. 
29 Joseph Fischel, Screw Consent: A Better Politics of Sexual Justice (University of California Press 2019). 
30 Melissa Burkett and Karine Hamilton, ‘Postfeminist Sexual Agency: Young Women's Negotiations of Sexual 
Consent’ (2012) 15(7) Sexualities. 
31 Michelle Bemiller and Rachel Schneider, ‘It’s Not Just a Joke’ (2010) 30(4) Sociological Spectrum. 
32 Strain and others, above note 13 at 90-91. 
33 Gentile above note 18 at 288. 
34 John Meyer, ‘Humor as a Double-Edged Sword: Four Functions of Humor in Communication’ (2000) 10(3) 
Communication Theory. 



Jokes, and the responses they generate, are tied to certain social groups and types of people. In other 

words, they are related to forms of ‘identity work’ where ‘[t]elling, laughing at, or disapproving of a 

rape joke becomes an act through which one can index one's identity as a "type" of person’.35 This is 

the case even where a humour universalism is asserted. For instance, while the Times editorial on 

Antioch begins with universal statements it later particularises this: ‘To people used to associating sex 

with romance and romance with mystery, these guidelines look stifling. Each and every time?’36 This 

allows for the possibility of other types of people, raising the question of precisely who the Times is 

addressing. While the Times might imagine a readership of respectable, right-thinking people, feminist 

activists like Saltman can assert that this perspective is itself problematic. And both of these 

judgements do significant work, differentiating types of people among multiple axes of power and 

identity. As Billig notes, one of the distinctive aspects of humour and particularly humour to do with 

sexuality and gender, is that it carries moral valence, so that laughing or ‘unlaughing’ at a rape joke is 

taken as saying something fundamental about morality.37 As I discuss below being the target of a 

consent joke, implicitly or explicitly, is also a moral judgement. It is in making the political and cultural 

contestations around sex and sexual violence appear to be moral truths, and applying these to 

particular groups and types of people, that consent humour performs its ideological work.  

3.0 From ‘Victimization Studies’ to Police PSAs: The Disappearance of Feminism 
In the previous section, I suggested that the humour discussed here needs to be understood in relation 

to cultural anxieties around contestations of dominant practices of sexuality. Feminism is deeply 

implicated in these changes. Feminism, and feminists, also occupy a fraught position in relation to 

dominant forms of gender humour, and this is particularly true of the genre of ‘rape jokes’. The classic 

rape joke is told between men, with women occupying the position of potential victim or the 

‘humourless feminist’, the angry or overly sensitive woman who cannot take a joke.38 ‘Feminism’ exists 

in these representations less as a collection of political perspectives aligned by a concern with the 

exercise of gendered power than a mediatised unitary politics preoccupied with victimisation and 

opposed to sexual freedom. As I discuss below, in media representations such as those discussed here, 

actually existing feminists such as Bethany Saltman and the original author of the blog on which the 

‘Tea and Consent’ video is based, exist in tension with their representation through dominant 

mediatised constructions of ‘feminism’.39   

The SNL skit represents Ariel as the traditional humourless feminist, whose statements are almost 

entirely limited to yelling ‘date rape!’ or reciting slogans such as ‘No always means no’.40 As a ‘major 

in victimisation studies’ she is firmly situated with early 1990s tropes of campus ‘victim feminists’ 

obsessed with reimagining sex as rape and women as victims.41 The enduring influence of this imagery 

can be seen in a 2007 LA Times opinion piece by Megan Daum. The article, ‘Who Killed Antioch? 

Womyn’ blamed the by-then twenty-five year old policy for the (temporary) closure of the college and 

the figure of the victim feminist for destroying the possibility of sex on campus: ‘dorm room make-out 

sessions were being punctuated by steamy questions like, "May I kiss you now?", "May I remove your 

(Che Guevara) T-shirt now?" and "May I " (you get the idea).’ Daum, who references the SNL sketch 

approvingly in her article, is clear that the feminist politics of this era was completely ridiculous: 

‘Admittedly, this was the early '90s, a time when many liberal arts campuses were so awash in the 

                                                            
35 Kramer above note 11 at 154. 
36 Times above note 14 at 16. 
37 Michael Billig, Laughter and Ridicule: Towards a Social Critique of Humour (Sage, 2005). 
38 Cox above note 12 at 967. 
39 Sarah Banet-Wesier, Empowered: Popular Feminism and Popular Misogyny (Duke University Press, 2018). 
40 King above note 2.  
41 See, for example, Katie Roiphe, The Morning After: Sex, Fear, and Feminism (Black Bay Books, 1993). 



hysteria of political correctness that it seemed entirely possible a lamppost could commit date rape’.42 

In her hysteria, the feminist is represented as deserving of ridicule because she is inherently laughable, 

but also because the impact of her ‘infantilizing dogma’ is harmful, capable of undermining an entire 

educational institution, and therefore deserving of the punitive force of humour. And the humour of 

the SNL skit directed against Ariel is violently punitive, making implied date rape a punchline. This 

punitiveness extends to feminist audiences who support the policy. Like Ariel, their options are 

limited. They can either display laughter, signalling acceptance of the values of the joke and joining 

the community that it includes, or display ‘unlaughter’, a ‘withholding as a form of resistance’, that, 

within this logic, only works to confirm the stereotype of the humourless feminist.43 

The disappearance of a feminist butt of the joke in the ‘Tea and Consent’ video reflects the increasing 

legitimacy of media representations of feminism and sexual consent in contemporary popular culture, 

with a  corresponding reduction in cultural acceptance of overt rape jokes.44 However, while feminism 

is no longer ridiculed and punished it has been completely excised. This process is demonstrated in 

the background story of the video, which is based a feminist blog post originally written by 

‘rockstardinosaurpirateprincess’ in March 2015.45 The blog was written in response to the widely 

reported trial of footballer Ched Evans. It takes aim at the cynical deployment of ignorance in his 

defence and at the argument that it was ‘reasonable to believe’ that the complainant had ‘consented 

to intercourse with some random dude that turned up halfway through (Evans)’. While 

‘rockstardinosaurpirateprincess’ authorship is recognised in the video’s copyright, it is erased in the 

video itself and the campaign around it. The effect is that an explicitly feminist blog post using humour 

to comment on tactics deployed in the defence of a powerful man is transformed into a male-voiced 

cartoon that offers general advice about understanding consent under the auspices of a police force.46 

Feminism is both incorporated and superseded within the joke, echoing what Lara Cox describes as 

the postfeminist functioning of contemporary rape jokes. This is, she argues, produced through a 

‘double effect’. The first effect ‘impugns rape culture’s tenet of masculine aggression’ by making it a 

laughingstock. The second presents conventional or hegemonic masculinity as incommensurable with 

that of the rapist. This presents men who don’t understand or respect consent as outside of the norm, 

allowing the audience to firmly align themselves with those who ‘get’ the joke and its messages of 

consent and therefore do not need to change or reconsider their behaviour.47 This mirrors the wider 

operation of postfeminist discourse where feminist politics are seen as adequately accounted for in 

contemporary culture and therefore overt expressions of feminism are positioned as unnecessary.48 

It contrasts to the disruptive effects of feminism evident in the SNL skit. As Saltman reflected on 

watching it, ‘I felt misunderstood and defeated, but also kind of excited that we had hit such a nerve.’49  

                                                            
42 Meghan Daum, ‘Who Killed Antioch? Womyn’ L.A. Times (online) 30 June 2007 
<https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2007-jun-30-oe-daum30-story.html> (last accessed 7 July 2020). 
43 Raúl Perez and Viveca S. Greene, ‘Debating Rape Jokes Vs. Rape Culture: Framing and Counterframing 
Misogynistic Comedy’ (2016) 26(3) Social Semiotics 267. 
44 Angela McRobbie, The Aftermath of Feminism (Sage, 2009); Fischel above note 29 at 13. 
45 The original post at <http://rockstardinosaurpirateprincess.com/2015/03/02/consent-not-actually-that-
complicated/> is no longer available but it is archived here: Rockstardinosaurpirateprincess, Consent: Not 
Actually that Complicated (online) 2 March 2015 
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In the ‘Tea and Consent’ video, in contrast, a form of affirmative consent, unmoored from its origins 

in feminist anger, is normalised and associated with social respectability. There are few social rituals, 

particularly in the UK, more associated with common sense, or heteronormative domesticity, than the 

drinking of tea. This is an important element of the deployment of humour because everyone is 

presumed to understand the social ritual of tea. This shift away from overt associations with feminism 

is an important part of ensuring the ideological ‘common sense’ of consent. As I have discussed 

elsewhere, the successful incorporation of elements of feminist politics around sexual violence into 

the cultural mainstream has had the unintended effect of discursively distancing them from their 

origins in feminist thought. For instance, thinking that sexual violence is a serious social problem was 

clearly a ‘feminist’ position in the 1970s, but is now shared across most of the political and social 

spectrum.50 Similarly,  a comedy skit about sexual consent without explicit reference to feminism 

would have made little sense in 1993 but has been able to achieve significant cultural resonance in 

2015. We might also say that the embodiment of consent shifts from the ridiculed feminist to the 

masculine voice of authority who directs the joke and focuses the ridicule, both within the diegetic 

world of the joke, as the omniscient narrator, and in the extra-diegetic world, as the voice of the police. 

At the same time, within the moral universe of the joke, the audience is able to cast themselves as 

‘heroic and special’ for ‘getting’ consent, rather than just ethical or humane. In this way, post-feminist 

rape jokes, and consent humour, work, argues Katie Gentile, to ‘lower the bar for masculinity, 

valorising those men who treat women as human’.51 I explore the consequences of this further in the 

following section. 

4.0 The Butt of the Joke: Clueless Jocks and Ignorant Tea Drinkers  
In this section I discuss the simultaneously unifying and divisive functions of humour, uniting the tellers 

of the jokes with an imagined audience that is differentiated from the targets or ‘butt’ of the joke. 

Both jokes discussed here function through a display or knowledge and sophistication, in relation both 

to humour, ‘getting’ the joke, and to sex, ‘getting’ consent. These domains reinforce each other: to 

‘get’ the joke is to display socially appropriate understandings of consent and its role in the social 

rituals of sex, and vice versa. To ‘get’ the joke is also to demonstrate that you are not the target of the 

humour. Both jokes are explicitly framed around the acquisition and display of appropriate 

knowledge, either through the frame of a quiz-based game show or a series of instructions aimed at 

those who are ‘still struggling’ with consent. In both cases the figures of ridicule demonstrate either 

insufficient or inappropriate knowledge, differentiating them from the teller and audience who are 

united in their superior grasp of the social rituals of sex and humour. In both jokes, in short, the object 

of ridicule is the subject of ignorance. Locating the danger of sexual violence in ignorance of dominant 

social norms elides feminist critiques of these norms as producing violence. It shifts the location of 

risk from heteronormativity and social norms of masculinity to the ‘ignorant’ man who fails to enact 

these norms. I argue that ultimately, this relies on and reifies class-based constructions of ‘cultural 

capital’, differentiating between those middle-class subjects who are presumed to possess it and more 

marginal subjects who do not.  

In the SNL video, social differentiation functions in a more complex way than the crudeness of the joke 

might indicate. Ariel the feminist and Mark the jock compete over who has superior knowledge of 

consent and sexual relations. While Ariel wins the game, the punchline of the joke is that the discursive 

framework which rewards her knowledge is itself flawed. While she ‘gets’ sexual politics in the world 

of Antioch, this world is itself presented as based on wrong knowledge, so that as soon as the game is 
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over, Ariel’s victory transforms into an experience of victimisation. While Ariel and Michael are 

diametrically opposed in the world of Antioch, they are united in the joke in their inability to 

appropriately recognise the complexity of consent politics. Where Ariel sees only oppression, Michael 

sees only selfish gratification. She is a victim-obsessed hysteric and he is a misogynist boor. But where 

Michael represents an anachronistic, traditional masculinity, Ariel, as discussed above, signifies a 

challenge to the contemporary order. It is for this reason that the joke, in the end, is primarily ‘on her’ 

as it seeks to invalidate the feminist constructions of sexual consent that she represents. As the New 

York Times put it, the Antioch policy was a ‘serious, if touchingly earnest, attempt to deal with a real 

problem’. ‘Date rape is no joke’, we are told, all appearances to the contrary. What it is, is ‘awfully 

tricky’ and measures to prevent it are ‘almost impossible to implement’.52 In other words, consent is, 

unfortunately, too complex to do anything about, and the only people who think otherwise are so 

caught up in undergraduate ideology that they cannot grasp reality. Or, as Daum wrote in her later 

assessment: ‘It’s not independent thinking that most people associate with Antioch, but an utter lack 

of it’.53  

Two decades later, consent has become more firmly part of mainstream discourse, or ‘common sense’ 

of sexual practices, and therefore removed from the realm of complexity. It is also increasingly 

removed from concepts of social power. If the figures of Ariel and Michael at least gestured towards 

feminist understandings of gendered power, the tea drinking stick figures lack overt markers of 

gender, race or class. Importantly, the success of the analogy relies not only on a denial of the social 

power relations embedded in sex but also of those embedded in social rituals of tea where all kinds 

of social expectations around politeness come into play, as do social hierarchies. Placing one of the 

projected scenarios in the video into different social contexts demonstrates this: ‘They might say “yes 

please that’s kind of you” and then when the tea arrives they actually don’t want the tea at all.’54 This 

example would have completely different implications if it occurred between two friends than if the 

person who was offered tea was attending a job interview. This is without considering the ways in 

which class and cultural backgrounds affect how tea is prepared and drunk, how able someone feels 

to offer, accept or refuse tea, or, indeed, as I return to below, what kind of tea someone drinks. 

Instead, the ethics of tea drinking is presented as universal and unmarked by these social issues, 

affected only by the intrusion of an ignorant subject with insufficient knowledge. This construction is 

extended by the fact that the humour is explicitly labelled as educational and frequently used within 

educational institutions. It is my argument that watchers of the video are not merely or even primarily 

taught about consent. They are instead taught about the correct cultural orientations toward consent 

and that those who do not understand the appropriate social rituals of consent or tea are both sites 

of sexual danger and appropriate objects of ridicule.  

In the melding of humour and education, the mobilisation and deployment of appropriate knowledge 

functions as a form of cultural capital that constructs a respectable, middle class subject that gets both 

the joke and consent. In displaying this understanding, they differentiate themselves from the butt of 

the joke. According to Skeggs,, cultural capital is the way in which the middle classes use access to 

culture and cultural knowledge to construct symbolic capital or legitimacy and status.55 It is in this way 

that the audience is called upon to do what Kramer describes as the ‘identity work’ of humour 

ideology.56 Getting the joke demonstrates that you are a sexually sophisticated subject who also has 
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an appropriate sense of humour. It grants you the legitimacy to further define and reify appropriate 

sexual and humorous understandings and practices, and to judge others as deficient in those 

understandings and practices. This is, as Skeggs make clear, a key part of contemporary class politics 

and middle-class dominance, which is intimately bound up with classifications of gender and sexuality 

and the right to define ‘common sense’ morality around them. Working-class individuals and 

communities are excluded from this right and are instead presented as needing correction or 

instruction.57 Both humour and class operate through morality, and through the power to define and 

enforce moral codes. In this moral universe, to fully understand the ‘social meaning of rape jokes… 

one must understand the culturally specific ideological framework within which "types" of jokes are 

associated with "types" of people.’58 This produces an ‘elaborately calibrated network of indexicality… 

that people draw upon and (re)inscribe every time they tell a rape joke, laugh, or voice a protest’.59 

This indexicality empowers those who ‘get’ consent to ridicule those who do not.   

This is evident in the ironic framing of the ‘Tea and Consent’ video. The text presents the video as 

straightforwardly didactic, but the subtext makes clear that if you require the educational content 

being offered then you are the target of the joke rather than its audience: 

If you can understand how completely ludicrous it is to force people to have tea when 

they don’t want tea, and you are able to understand when people don’t want tea, then 

how hard is it to understand when it comes to sex?60 

The joke is either for you or it is about you. In this sense, the humour does the opposite kind of identity 

work to a standard rape joke. Where disapproving of rape jokes is often important for presenting 

oneself as an upright moral subject, this joke allows laughter to do the same work.61 To laugh at this 

joke is to ally oneself with a legitimate perspective and engage in a system of inscription of value. The 

laughter shows that one is a self-reflexive subject with legitimate knowledge and dispositions, not only 

towards humour but also towards sex. 

A key element here is the fact that in recent decades the cultural and class politics of sex and sexuality 

have undergone a major realignment. Many practices that were deemed deviant disruptive or 

oppositional have shifted to become markers of middle-class sexual sophistication and respectability. 

While gay marriage remains the quintessential example of this, queer cultural critic Yasmin Nair has 

written about the similar reframing of other apparently deviant sexual practices such as sex toys, 

BDSM and polyamory.62 This knowledge has become a cultural resource from which to produce 

symbolic capital and differentiate oneself from those who lack sexual sophistication.63 The humour 

ideologies at work here suggest a parallel trajectory for consent politics, with this framing accepted 

even by some contemporary critics of consent. Screw Consent, for instance, by Joe Fischel offers an 

influential critique of the promotion of consent as a panacea for the ills of contemporary 

heterosexuality and targets the ‘Tea and Consent’ video as an example of this. ‘[C]onsent is absolutely 

not everything “whether it comes to tea or sex”’: 
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Consent does not give you any information about the heat of the tea, whether the tea is 

black, green, or herbal, whether the tea is Rishi or some tasteless bag of Lipton. Nor does 

consent to the present tea-drinking moment tell us anything at all about the tea drinker’s 

past experiences with tea. Does she know about the many options available to her? Does 

she know there is more in the tea universe than the tasteless Lipton bag, or is her 

imagination limited by Lipton-only tea education? Does she know that she can create her 

own tea, experiment with combinations of loose leaves, and forgo the prepackaged bag 

altogether? I am going to assume you can make the analogic jump from tea to sex 

yourself’.64  

For those who know less about tea than Fischel, Rishi is an expensive brand of ‘tea and botanicals’ 

that sell both loose-leaf tea and ‘tea sachets’.65 There is no denying the classed element of this 

analogy, nor the construction of drinking Lipton tea as the product of ignorance, an ‘imagination 

limited by Lipton-only tea education’. As Fischel notes, the ‘analogic jump’ from ‘experimenting’ with 

tea to sex is reasonably obvious, although it is worth noting, that, like the video, he calls upon his 

audience to demonstrate their cultural capital by making the leap themselves. 

The ridiculing of ignorance that is shared by the ‘tea and consent’ video and Fischel’s critique is in stark 

opposition to ‘rockstardinosaurpirateprincess’ blog. The blog mocks Evans’ evasion of the moral and 

legal responsibility that people ‘ensure that the person they are trying to have sex with, you know, 

actually WANTS to have sex with them’ and in so doing demonstrates that his claim to ignorance is 

self-serving.66 In other words, while Evans tried to argue that he didn’t know about consent, the jury, 

and ‘rockstardinosaurpirateprincess’, found that he simply didn’t care. The humour targets 

entitlement and power. The video retains some of this focus: ‘Just because you made it doesn’t mean 

you are entitled to watch them drink it’. But it is deprioritised through making ignorance both the 

explanation of behaviour and the target of the joke. In doing so it mobilises discourses that fall within 

the dominant logic of ‘gender humour’ as outlined by Abedinifard working to defend privileged and 

valorised models of masculinity by targeting subordinate masculinities, and especially those portrayed 

as lacking cultural capital both when it comes to sex and to tea.67  

Like dominant forms of humour, the class politics of cultural capital operates through exclusion. It is 

only, as Skeggs argues, certain types of people who can ‘be reflexive and only some are seen as capable 

of acquiring the knowledge for self-monitoring and responsibility’.68 The ‘Tea and Consent’ joke relies 

on the fact that not everyone is sufficiently knowledgeable to laugh at  its humour, producing an 

imagined ignorant ‘other’ who requires instruction. It is my suggestion here that the video is part of a 

wider discourse of sexual politics that works to ‘make classed selves’ through ‘fixing’ ignorance onto 

working class masculinities particularly.69 The man who is too stupid to understand the social rituals 

of consent is one who, Kate Gentile argues in her discussion of rape jokes, is located as ‘all body’. His 

masculinity is not only highly sexualised but ‘animalistically dependent on domination’, incapable of 

reading social cues or engaging appropriately in social rituals such as drinking tea. It is, she notes, in 

this ‘very old story’ that the joke teller, and his audience, are valorised as a different, intellectually and 

morally superior form of masculinity which is located in the respectable middle-class male subject.70 
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This is the unifying feature of the two examples of consent humour discussed here. Both elide feminist 

critiques of the violence encoded in hegemonic forms of masculinity, projecting the danger of sexual 

violence instead onto the ignorant man who fails to understand.  

5.0 Conclusion: ‘Being Goddamn Right’: Governing Consent through Humour 
I conclude by returning to Bethany Saltman’s reflections written shortly before the release of the ‘Tea 

and Consent’ video. She writes: “the policy’s” day is coming. In fact, it’s already here’, and, she 

suggests, reflecting on Antioch, ‘that crazy moment in that crazy place laid the groundwork for these 

truly sane but radical changes that are happening now.’ It is in fact possible to read not only Antioch, 

but the ridicule of it on SNL as part of the cultural change that saw affirmative consent move from a 

ridiculous to a respectable concept. Importantly, while Saltman’s narrative is ultimately one of 

progress, she also expresses nostalgia for the period in which the ‘Womyn of Antioch’ found 

themselves the target of ridicule: ‘Still, I loved every minute of it. To be so engaged, inspired, hot-

headed, filled with rage, unafraid — to be so goddamned right.’71  

The concept of being ‘right’ reflects the intersecting dynamics of morality and knowledge discussed 

here. One possible reading of this rightness is that it is a retrospective judgement based on historical 

vindication. Despite the ridicule of the time, the rightness of the perspective of Saltman and her 

friends has now been recognised and granted its proper place on the other side of the 

laughing/laughed at binary. An alternate reading of rightness is related however to the notion of 

‘hitting a nerve’, of possessing a righteousness that sees the discomfort and anxiety associated with 

ridicule as itself a form of vindication. These are two very different forms of rightness, but these 

examples of consent humour show that they may co-exist without cancelling each other out. It 

suggests that we might welcome the growing acceptance of women’s sexual autonomy while noting 

the deflection of the dangers of heterosexuality in humour that asks us to look to the ignorant stranger 

rather than the person drinking tea in our loungeroom.  

To take the mobilisation of humour seriously requires asking who is excluded from the communities 

of laughter and who is made the butt of the joke. It also raises questions about what ideological 

assumptions are generating the laughter. The contestation of social norms behind the SNL skit 

configures consent differently than the insistence that it is already part of heteronormative sexual 

practice that underlies the ‘Tea and Consent’ video. If the SNL skit allows feminists to claim a disruptive 

righteousness that is prepared to risk and confront ridicule, the rightness of the ‘Tea and Consent’ 

video aligns itself with and within dominant gender ideologies. In other words, if all of us except for 

those cast as unusually ignorant are already right about sex and consent then there is no need for 

further cultural change.  

The rightness of humour frequently relies on somebody else being wrong. In the case of the SNL skit 

and the ‘Womyn of Antioch’ this is a confrontation between a hegemonic gender order and feminists. 

In the case of the ‘Tea and Consent’ skit, this is about select feminist perspectives incorporated within 

a hegemonic gender order targeting an ignorant ‘other’. In these contexts, the punitive dimensions of 

humour operate very differently. These dynamics are exacerbated by the fact that the joke is directed 

and told by the police, the embodiment of a criminal justice apparatus that locates threats to the 

social order in young, ignorant, working class men. Such humour calls us to reflect on the carceral uses 

to which feminist anger at male violence and entitlement is frequently put. As Kristen Bumiller has 

noted, dominant cultural representations which locate the problem of sexual violence in dangerous 

socially marginal strangers are responsible for carceral measures that routinely excuse and erase the 
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respectable, everyday violence of heteronormative social and sexual practices.72 Humour particularly 

has a complex relationship to feminist attempts at social change, being frequently mobilised in 

feminist politics but just as frequently directed against feminists, whose critiques of the dominant 

gender order is over-written as being unable to take a joke. I have argued here, that the uses of 

humour in relation to feminism and sexual politics remain ambivalent. Being ‘right’ in the context of 

consent humour can rely on and produce complex and even contradictory effects.  
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